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In the last twenty years a number of inequalities for determinants of
orthogonal polynomials have been found. The earliest such inequality is
much older and follows from the Christoffel-Darboux formula. It is
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where the orthogonal polynomials pn(X) are standardized by pn(X) ~
= knxn+ ..., kn> 0. In the 1940's Turan found a new inequality for de-
terminants of Legendre polynomials which is more sensitive than (1).
He proved that
I
Pn(x)
Dn(x) = P n-i-l(X)
Dn(x) is a more sensitive function since it distinguished between - 1 < x < 1
and x2 > 1. This is because Dn(x) > 0, x2 > 1. There are now many proofs
and extensions of (2). The most elaborate treatment is given in the im-
portant paper of KARLI~ and SZJ<;GO [2J, where even k x k determinants
are treated.
Our aim is much more modest. We would like to find an inequality
like (1) which is sensitive to the speetral interval of the orthogonal poly-
nomials. There is no hope of finding such an inequality for general ortho-
gonal polynomials, but it should be possible to find one for the classical
polynomials. These inequalities are given in Theorems 1 and 2.
Let p~",./ll(X) be the Jacobi polynomial and L~(x) the Laguerre poly-
nomial with the usual normalizations. See SZEGO [3]. We set Dj(x) ~ t'(x).
THEOREM 1. Par (x, B:» - 1 define ,dn(x, (X, fJ) = ,dn(x) by
P~"',/ll(X) P)."-i-1l(x)
P).",/l)(I) P~"'-i-1l(l)
(3) ,dn(x) =
DP~"'·/lI(X) DP~"'-i-1l(X)
DP~"',/ll(I) DP~a+1l(l)
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THEOHEM 2. Let zx > --1 and define Lln(x,,x) =/In(x) by
Then
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The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are similar so we will only prove
Theorem 1. Recall that
(4) (I-x2)y" = [,x -;J + (,x +P+ 2) x] y' -n(n-t-,x -~.P+ 1) y, y=P'.;'·{J)(x),
pl<>,{J)(I) = r+,x) .'c r(n +,x + 1)
n n 1'(,x./ I)r(n+ 1)'
(ti) ~l)'<>,{J)( ') _= n+,x+p+ 1 PI<>+I.P+l)( )dx n x 2 n-l X.
See SZE(j() [3, Chapter IV].
If we differentiate f1 n (x ) we get
Ll'(:r)-DPI<>·{i)(x) DpIIJI.{J) (x) [ 1 _ 1 ]
" "-" nH P'.;'.{J)(I)DP~"'i1)(I) P~IJI+~)(I)DP::.{J)(l)
,p~".fJ)(X)D2P~IJI+1)(x) P~<>+~)(X)D2P::·{J)(x)
- pllJl.{JI(I)DpllJl,/J)(I) pl<>·{J)(I)DpllJl·{J)(I) .n n"'1 n+l n
Then using (4), (5), and (6) we see that
! (I-x2)Ll'n(x) =
\
= - [r(,x -:- 1)]2 l'(n) r(n ·:·2) (1 _ X2)pIIJlH.{J+I)(X) PIIJl+I.{J+I)(X) +
F(nt.,x-i-I)F(n-/,x+2) n-l n
(7) I +[,x-P+(,x-f-P+2)x]l1n(x)=
= - kn(I- x2 ) P~<>.!l,{J+I)(x) P~IJI+I.ll+l)(X) +
\ +[(,x-P)+(,x+P+2)x]Lln(x).
The solution to (7) is
fII-xllJl +1 11 +xl{J+l Lln(x) =
(8) t = kn /11- ullJl +1 11 +ul{JH P'.;',!-l·{JH)(U) P~IJI+I.{JH)(U) du,
.e
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For x> 1 we have p~o<·I3)(x)> 0, and so /1 n(x ) < ° follows immediately
from (8). For x< -1 we have (-I)np;;,.Pl(x»O, so Lln(x)<O also follows
from (8). For - 1< x < 1 we either differentiate (8) or partially solve (7)
to get
[(l-x)o<+l(l +x)P+1Iln(x)]'~
= -kn(l - X)",+l (1+X)P+l P~O<_V.P+l)(x) P~O<+l.P+ll(x).
Thus the extrema of (I-X)o<+l(l +x)P+ 1 I1 n(x) occur at X= ± 1 and at
the zeros of P~O<.!l·P+ll(x) and P;;'+l.Il+ll(x). For x = 1, Lln(1)= 0, and a
simple calculation using P~o<·{Jl( - x) = (-l)nP:!,o<)(x) shows that Lln( -1) = 0.
Also Lln(x) > °for x2 < 1 if x is close enough to x2 = 1, i.e. either xf,-;;I·/H-l <
<x< 1 or -1 <X<X~,;;l.{J+t,where xr:t1,P+l are the n zeros of P~O<+l.P+ll(U)
ordered by - 1< Xn,n < .,. < Xl,n < 1. This follows from (8). At a zero of
either P~"+l,P+l)(X) or P~O<~l·P+IJ(;~;) we have
for some positive an, and so Lln(x»O by (1). This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.
It is interesting to observe that these theorems are more sensitive about
the spectrum than Turan type inequalities. For Jacobi polynomials with
IX #-fJ and for L~(x) Turan type inequalities off the spectrum do not take
the simple form that these inequalities do. I was surprised to see the
inequality for the integral
1J (1- u),,+l(1 +U)P+l P;;,_+/-P t ll(U) P~'" tl.P+l)(U) du » 0, -1 <x < 1.
:l:
This integral, among others, arose in work of HIRSCHMAN [1] on the
problem dual to mean convergence. It is easy to see that most of the other
integrals Hirschman obtained do not keep the same sign for all x, -1 <x< 1.
Once you start considering other normalizations of orthogonal poly-
nomials a further inequality suggests itself. This is
(9)
Pn(x) p~(x)
Pn(a) p~(a)
< 0, x in the spectral interval,
where a=l for the ultraspherical (or Jacobi) polynomials and a=O for
Laguerre polynomials. This inequality fails for Laguerre polynomials for
x large and this suggests that a different normalization might lead to an
inequality like (9). The appropriate normalization is probably L~(x) =
=xn+ .... For the ultraspherical polynomials I have been unable to
prove (9), In fact, I cannot even prove it in the case that has always
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before been trivial, that of Tchebycheff polynomials of the first kind.
Without the normalization, inequalities like (9) are mentioned by KARLIN
and SZEGO [2], but they have not been able to give them the same ex-
haustive treatment that they gave Turan type inequalities.
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